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                            Lightbanks vs. Anything Else

                            Just as there are 108 flavors of ice cream, each with its following, there are more 108 different ways to illuminate your photographic subject - no right way or wrong ways - only your way.

                            But there are a couple of basic choices : Direct light - be it natural sunlight or artificial sources - tungsten, arc, fluorescent or flash - results in highly contrasted bright highlights and dark sharp shadows. While diffused light - either as a natural dawn or cloudy day or artificially diffused light created by reflecting a light source off of a large white surface or through a large translucent material - creates a more controlled highlight-to-shadow modulation which is the better choice to match the dynamic limits of film and digital technologies.

                            The usual choices by photographers of quick, reusable and transportable lighting and diffusion materials have in the been work with flash directed into white umbrellas or through large folding "flats". Both combinations do not easily create unobstructed highlights in critical highlight (think: wine bottles) nor keep bounced light from straying onto undesired areas and surfaces (think: green ceilings).

                            So, there are three reasons one might wish to consider a lightbank to diffuse the raw light from a flash. First, the clean unobstructed "reflexive" highlight reflected in the photographic subject. Second, the possibility of getting a broad diffused light source up close to your subject to create the lightbank's optimal broad modeling of light. Lastly, the improved control of the flash source because a lightbank's flat two dimensional diffuser and opaque reflective shell avoids light spill onto surrounding objects or flare back into the camera.

                          

                        

                      

                      
                        
                          
                            WAFER vs. any other lightbank

                            The three reasons to choose the WAFER Diffusion Bank to diffuse flash are its light quality, function and design. The WAFER quickly changes to meet the differences in lighting style and taste required by individual photographers and variations in specific subjects. Again, WAFER is created to match "your way", to be as flexible as possible to meet your unique and changing need and nuance.

                            The WAFER's crisp but smooth quality of light places its performance and light quality apart from any other diffusion bank. The narrow profile, silver-with-white interior and unique graduated inner baffles create exceptional output efficiencies with a choice of light contrasts across the front diffuser. Each of the two inner baffles has an different attenuated pattern (US Patent 5023756) created using a halftone dot developed by using the photographic negative of the naturally occurring"hot spot", thus "negating" the expected center brightness and allowing four contrast choices across the front diffuser.

                            The lightweight WAFER works with most studio flash systems (see Dedicated Ring page). The rotating cast aluminum attachment ring is tensioned for precise placement of the WAFER and its reflexive highlight. The removable front fabric diffuser is easily exchanged with rigid frames of plastic diffusers or honeycomb grids for further specialization. Polarizers, colored filters and other diffusion materials can also be held by the rigid frames. for travel or storage.

                            The WAFER materials and construction have been carefully considered to provide the best function and value. Over 27 different premium materials have been sourced from Italy, the United Kingdom, Japan and the United States. Three different sailcloths are used for the Wafer diffuser, its baffles and the interior ellipses. A special aluminum fiberglass cloth around the flash head eliminates any heat and UV damage. The flattened WAFER profile results from using a combination of Easton aluminum tent tube with high tempered stainless steel rod or pre bent alloys. Special pole pockets reinforce the corners. Inner baffles, rear closures and ring adapters are all interchangeable between sizes. And all WAFERS are easily assembled for use and collapsed to fold with their attachment ring into a compact zippered bag for travel or storage - even the largest bag is not longer than 100 cm (40 inches). 
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  	WAFER75-AllFourTypeSM
      Wafer 75 (75 x 55 by 28cm deep - 29.5 x 21.5 by 11 inches deep). An excellent size for small still-life, single portraits or a more contrasty source for larger sets or when using black and white medium. $395
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                                    	WAFER100-AllFourTypeSM
                                        Wafer 100 (100 x 75 by 35cm deep - 39.5 x 29.5 by 14 inches deep). The single most useful size and shape. 3/4 portraits, small groups and product illustration. Our most popular choice. $525
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                                    	WAFER140-AllFourType
                                        Wafer 140 (135 x 100 by 50cm deep - 53 x 29.5 by 20 inches deep). The good choice for full length portraits and larger sets. Less contrast when working primarily with color medium because of its larger size. $650 
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  	WAFER140Hex-AllFourTypeSquareSMr
      Wafer HexOval 140 (130 x 95 by 37 cm deep - 53 x 37 by 14.5 inches deep). The shape of the lightbank should match the shape of the subject. Our HexOval is ideal for "beauty" and portraits, single or more. $650

    


  


                                

                              

                            

                          

                        

                      

                      
                        
                          
                            Wafer Models

                            Due to the recent demise of our very long time international licensee, Bowens International, in the UK, we have returned to our original Colorado fabrication using all Connecticut sailcloths. We have restored some of our original features as well - ripstop polyester black/silver fabric, an oversized rear closure cowl, exterior suspension loops and our oversized travel duffle - room for two Wafers or a Wafer with a lightstand. Our unique graduated inner baffles continues to be created by our original Ipswich UK silkscreen printing company. 

                            Our limited production presently includes our three most popular sizes with the Wafer HexOval 140 coming next, shown here: 

                            	
                                Wafer 75 (75 x 55 by 28cm deep - 29.5 x 21.5 by 11 inches deep). An excellent size for small still-life, single portraits or a more contrasty source for larger sets or when using black and white medium. $395

                              
	
                                Wafer 100 (100 x 75 by 35cm deep - 39.5 x 29.5 by 14 inches deep). The single most useful size and shape. 3/4 portraits, small groups and product illustration. Our most popular choice. $525

                              
	
                                Wafer 140 (135 x 100 by 50cm deep - 53 x 29.5 by 20 inches deep). The good choice for full length portraits and larger sets. Less contrast when working primarily with color medium because of its larger size. $650 

                              
	
                                Wafer HexOval 140 (130 x 95 by 37 cm deep - 53 x 37 by 14.5 inches deep). The shape of the lightbank should match the shape of the subject. Our HexOval is ideal for "beauty" and portraits, single or more. $650 Why an Oval ?
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                            Flash Rings

                            Overview of Features: The new aluminum Plume Flash Ring is designed as an improved "universal" attachment for WAFER and most of our competition's light diffusion banks and soft boxes including Chimera, Photoflex, Calumet, Redwing, Bowens and Westcott offerings. The improvements are thinner profile, lighter weight and extra placements for ring based accessories. Our design not only provides the structural basis to these banks, but it also allows easily finger controlled tensioned rotation and quick change of inner adapters to a variety of manufacturers' flash head by means of various adapter rings. If we do not happen to produce a specific adapter, please inquire.

                            Description: The Plume Flash Ring consists of an outer ring, which will support the diffusion bank, and an inner flash head adapter ring, which mounts to your particular brand of flash "head" or housing. The outer ring and inner adapter ring are easily assembled and, generally, attach in the same way as your reflectors attach. (see specific notes below).

                            The outer ring features four primary (unthreaded) holes into which the lightbank's poles (or wands) are inserted. These four holes are located adjacent to the four brass thumb nuts. Note that one of these four holes is marked with the word "I Concepts". This marked hole has a special tension release notch at a lesser angle than the other holes, making assembly and disassembly easier. Use this notched hole LAST during assembly, and FIRST in disassembly. (Note two other unthreaded holes are available for supporting the six wands of the HexOval WAFERS. Use one of these holes as the LAST (assembly) or FIRST (disassembly) with the HexOval models.)

                            Two threaded holes (1/4-20 and 3/8-16) are also provided on the outer ring for direct attachment to light stand adapters, attachment of interior flags or scrims or for mounting second and third flash heads to the lightbank.

                            The outer ring rotate on the inner adapter ring. Adjust the ease of this rotation by changing the tension on one or all of the thumb nuts.

                            The inner adapter ring can be easily removed and exchanged with a different inner adapter ring specific to another brand of flash equipment

                             Please note that although our rings are universal, other manufacturers rings may not work on Plume Wafers.

                          

                        

                      

                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    Wafer Assembly Instructions 

                     
                  

                

                
                  
                    Take a look or print the Wafer Price List and fill in an email with your order, questions or comments.

                     
                    All pricing
                      is in US Dollars. We accept payment by AMEX, Visa or Master Card.

                      Pricing
                      includes UPS Ground shipment or USPS Priority Mail International .

                     

                  

                

              

            

          

          
        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        On Ordering:

        Plume happily ships our dealer orders directly to you from Colorado or you may order directly from Plume.

        	USA B&H link: https://www.bhphotovideo.com/
	Fotocare link: https://www.fotocare.com/Default.asp
	Samy's link: https://www.samys.com/
	Europe/UK Nivo Schweitzer link: https://www.nivo-schweitzer.nl/
	Asia/Japan HiroCo link: http://hiro.company/


      

    

  

  
    
      
        News:

        NEW Plume Wafer HexOval 140 Now Available Priced at $650

        About Plume: Our History & Warranty

        About Gary Regester: Specialty lighting designer, photographer, inventor, etc. 

        YouTube: Wafer Explained and Wafer 200 Explained

        Plume 30th Anniversary Trade-In / Trade-Up Offer: If you are an original WAFER owner and want a new or larger WAFER, here is an opportunity...read more...►

      

    

  

  
    
      
        Related Links

        GARY REGESTER - Portfolio

        TILTALL TRIPOD SUPPORT

        ArtZone Greece

        Ribbon Grid from Light Tools
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    	Here's the Deal. 

          Plume Original Owner Trade-In is between Plume Ltd. only and with the original Plume WAFER owner. 

          WAFERs can be in any  condition - just return all parts except the ring. 30th Anniversary Trade in /  Trade up pricing is listed below and maybe compared with suggested Plume Ltd.  list pricing shown here. WAFER price sheet.

          Not all models of  WAFER lightbanks are in inventory at any one time - so there may be some delay  in availability. If you would like to check first on availability before  sending in your WAFER for trade in, drop us an email here.

           Rings are not included in the upgrade values below, but ring upgrades would be considered. Please contact us for details.

          

	Anniversary Trade-in / Trade-up prices:

          Direct shipment costs to you will be added to the following  prices.

          

          	WAFER 75 $287

                WAFER 100 $383

                WAFER 140 $473

                WAFER 200 $580
	WAFER Strip 100 $346

                WAFER Strip 140 $434

                WAFER Strip 200 $547	WAFER HexOval 100 $420

                WAFER HexOval 140 $507

                WAFER HexOval 180 $602

                WAFER SL56 $217


          
	 
	Here is what to do:

          Return your WAFER complete  (without ring) with all parts and pieces to: 

            

            Gary Regester, Plume Upgrade, 888 Main St./PO Box Nine, Silver Plume CO 80476  USA tel +1.303.888.8099

          Include a note on your letterhead including telephone number  and we will call for payment details prior to shipment. Or you can chose to  include payment or info with your return as we will not deposit checks or action  credit cards until your new WAFER is shipped.
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	About Plume Ltd.

	Plume Ltd. distributes the product designs of photographer, Gary Regester,
          to the imaging professional. 
	

	Since our beginning in 1985, we remain a small company focused on a niche clientele of advertising and editorial
          image makers whose work revolves from studio to location and back again.
	

	We are located in an old silver mining town (pop. 154), incorporated in 1880, located in the Colorado
          Rocky Mountains at an elevation of 9118 ft ( 2779 m ) - about one hour's
          drive west of the Denver International Airport.

           888 Main Street, PO Box Nine, click for map 

            Silver Plume, Colorado USA 80476

            Text +1.303.888.8099 or e-mail

          Your comments and orders are
            encouraged.

          Orders from USA and Canada: +1.303.888.8099 

            All pricing
            is in US Dollars. We accept payment by AMEX, Visa or Master Card.

            Pricing
            includes UPS Ground shipment or USPS Priority Mail International .

	

	Warranty

          Our products are sold with a satisfaction
          guarantee. If otherwise, please return for repair, replacement or refund.
          No other liability is expresses or implied. Prices and specifications
          are subject to change and improvement. Possession of this price list
          does not constitute an offer to sell.

          Warranty Exclusions

            The warranty set forth above is the only warranty made by Plume with
            respect to Plume products and Plume disclaims all warranties of merchantability
            and fitness for a particular purpose and any liability with respect
            to same whether in contract, tort or otherwise. In no event shall
            Plume be liable for lost profits, or any consequential or incidental
            damages incurred by the consumer.

          Return Policy

            All returned products should be accompanied
            by a copy of the original invoice. Please specify reason for return
            and expected action desired. No restocking charge for resalable product.

          Patents and Intellectual "Property"

            Wafer
            US Patents No's. 4,669,031 and 5,023,756 and for EGO, US Patent No. 7,086,746. Other patents applied for.
            We believe image makers, due to their own original creative effort,
            will lead the concern for protection of intellectual property,
            and after some small study, will patronize our original designs,
            rather than the myriad of clones that follow us. 

            

            Product Numbers

            Yes, we have NO product numbers. Humans need but a
            single alphanumeric descriptor, so we offer no additional product numbers.
            Dyslexia rules. Just tell us what you would like. 

	©  1985-2022 - Plume Ltd Imaging llc
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            Gary Regester Bio/CV

          

        

      

      
        
          Specialty lighting designer, photographer, inventor, etc.
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            Born in 1951 and raised in California, Gary pursued a divinity degree before training in advertising photography at the Art Center College of Design in Los Angeles. After receiving his Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA) degree in Photography from the Art Center in 1975, he assisted fashion and celebrity photographer, Moshe Brakha, who then recommended Gary as staff photographer for United Artist Records [now, EMI/Liberty Records] in Hollywood. After two years with EMI, Gary decided to work freelance and moved with his wife Joanie, to the tiny town of Silver Plume located at an elevation of 2760 meters (9,201 ft.) in the Colorado Rocky Mountains, where they now live with their five children.

            After his move to Colorado, Gary photographed his music clientele entirely out of his travel cases. He and this portable studio have photographed Kenny Rogers in the dressing rooms of Las Vegas, toured with the Doobie Brothers, spent a month in Russia with the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, chased UFOs on a US Coast Guard cutter with the Jefferson Starship and continually solved the usual studio problems in "un-studio-like" rooms, rooftops, and back streets.

            In 1979, unable to find an acceptable light diffusion product to bring a studio quality lighting to photography on the road, Gary decided to create his own solution based on the design of a mountain tent. After numerous "light tent" prototypes, Gary together with Tom Frost, a world class mountain climber and outdoor equipment designer, formed the company, CHIMERA, which successfully introduced portable light diffusion tents to advertising, portrait photographers and cinematographers throughout the world.

          

        

      

      
        
          In 1986, Gary formed his own company, Plume Ltd., to market a more sophisticated light diffusion "tent" named WAFER which featured his novel "negative" solution to the softbox "hot spot" and many improvements suggested to him by photographers using his earlier product. Numerous original products have followed, many of which you find here. Other design commissions include projects for Manfrotto, Italy; Bowens International, UK; Lowel-Lights, USA; Remington Products, USA: INKA, NL.

        

      

      
        
          Gary continues to photograph and to design equipment. He travels extensively to lecture and demonstrate his ideas about lighting and the tools required to make photographs. Locally, he has been a member of his town board for the last 28 years, serving two years as the Mayor of Silver Plume and as a member of his County's Planning Commission. His personal studies have moved into the roots of modern religious forms.

        

      

      
        
          Recent photographic projects include a series of portraits for BBC's "Building Sights"series and documentation of artist, Ed Ruscha's Venice Biennial installation. Several unusual design projects include: An interactive daylight "window" system for improving alertness in the workplace, treating winter depression and changes in circadian rhythm and sleep with two noted psychologists, Michael Terman of Columbia University and Martin Moore-Ede of Harvard University; a digital analysis camera / light for the U.S. Ice Core Lab; studio lighting for the U.S. Army's digital "DA" portraits; and development of a "true daylight" PL-L fluorescent lamp by PHILIPS Lighting Netherlands.

        

      

      
        
          © 1997-2023 - Plume Limited
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    BACK  in the USA, Wafer 140 HexOval, $650 limited time
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    From the Designer

    "WAFER  HEXOVAL as the ultimate portrait light.  At some moment early in my Art  Center matriculation [then on 3rd St], the point was  made that narrow objects [tall girls and long rifles] looked more glamourous  and sexy, if lit by narrow light sources. AND that round objects [human faces,  apples and dinnerware] looked mor' pretty, if lit by round light sources. 

     With my HexOval WAFERs, I push that thought one step more - a face is a  vertical oval subject, not a circle.  So, a portrait using a vertically  oriented Wafer HexOval beats all comers - no rectangular or square lightbox or  obstructed umbrella nor Breise+knock-offs - none - beat the HexOval's great  shape modeling and oval catchlight.  Just saying.  -gr "

  



